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at the facility the sgt 300 is a robust proven gas turbine used in power generation and mechanical drive applications throughout the world, the siemens sgt 500 industrial gas turbine formerly known as the gt35c is a light weight high efficiency heavy duty gas turbine in the 15mw to 20mw power range the special design features and the fuel flexibility for lower cost fuels of the gas turbine make it suitable for economical base load power generation the sgt 500 has many, siemens sgt 300 industrial gas turbine brochure the sgt 300 has a rugged industrial design which enables high efficiency nominal 31 and excellent emissions performance these characteristics provide the flexibility to meet the needs of a broad spectrum of power generation applications, the two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines which will share 12 megawatts of power generation met all project requirements and will be used to drive compressors at the facility the sgt 300 is a robust proven gas turbine used in power generation and mechanical drive applications throughout the world, sgt 300 sgt 100 50 hz 60 hz 50 hz or industrial and aero 60 hz derivative gas turbines 450 mw 310 mw 329 mw 215 to 260 mw 187 mw 117 mw 48 to 57 mw 24 25 mw 41 to 44 mw 33 34 mw 10 to 14 11 to 15 mw 60 to 71 58 to 62 mw 27 to 37 28 to 38 mw 4 to 6 mw 8 8 to 9 mw 5 6 mw heavy duty gas turbines, about the siemens sgt 800 the siemens sgt 800 formerly siemens gtx100 and earlier alstom gtx100 is a single shaft heavy duty 50 60 hz industrial gas turbine in the 40 60 mw power class application the current application is electrical generation including simple cycle combined cycle and cogeneration installations, the sgt 300 is designed to operate on a wide range of gaseous and liquid fuels for industrial power generation this proven gas turbine is particularly well suited to combined heat and power applications the compact arrangement its on site maintainability and inherent reliability have made it the gas turbine of choice for the oil and gas, sgt 800 industrial gas turbine benefit from our expertise and experience in industrial power generation siemens gas turbines can be used for power generation and cogeneration combined heat and power chp in many, the industrial gas turbine for the shushufindi refinery will be manufactured in siemens lincoln uk factory formerly the ruston gas turbines company and will be packaged and tested at the companys facility in houston tx usa the sgt 300 turbine is a robust proven gas turbine used in power generation applications throughout the world, the gas turbine is a proven unit for all electrical power generation and cogeneration applications it operates on a wide range of gaseous and liquid fuels the compact arrangement on site or off site maintainability and inherent reliability of the sgt 300 make it an ideal gas turbine for the demanding oil and gas industry, siemens was recently selected to supply two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines for an established montney producer in alberta canada the equipment order placed by the customers engineering procurement and construction epc firm marks the first application of an sgt 300 turbine in canada, in late september 2011 the 100th sgt 300 industrial gas turbine left the siemens manufacturing plant in lincoln uk en route to iraq the turbine is one of a total of three ordered in early 2011 by petrochina company limited for the end user china national petroleum corporation cnpc, the sgt 300 industrial gas turbine has a rugged industrial design that enables high efficiency reliability and excellent emissions performance in a broad spectrum of applications for both power generation and mechanical drive the gas turbine is a proven unit for all electrical power
generation and cogeneration applications it operates on a wide range of gaseous and liquid fuels, sgt 800 industrial gas turbine power generation iso 47 0 mw e answers for energy industrial gas turbines designed for heavy duty operation the sgt 800 affords very competitive economy for a variety of industrial power generation customers such as energy companies independent power producers utilities and municipalities, industrial power generation for industrial power generation a single shaft version of gas turbine siemens sgt 300 is used the single shaft siemens sgt 300 consists of a single twin bearing rotor with heavy duty casing since the turbine has a compact footprint is highly reliable and has full site maintainability it is frequently used for, the sgt300 md is a derivative of the sgt300 ipg taking proven turbine components from other the industrial gas turbines eg sgt600 and sgt200 compact design with robust die combustion as standard product developed to meet 4 yr 8yr service cycle with application of known technology and materials in a less onerous environment, siemens will supply two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines for a gas processing plant in alberta canada the equipment order placed by the customers engineering procurement and construction epc firm marks the first application of an sgt 300 turbine in canada, the two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines which will share 12 megawatts of power generation met all project requirements and will be used to drive compressors at the facility the sgt 300 is a robust proven gas turbine used in power generation and mechanical drive applications throughout the, siemens was recently selected to supply two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines for an established montney producer in alberta canada the equipment order placed by the customers engineering procurement and construction epc firm marks the first application of an sgt 300 turbine in canada, the sgt 300 is a proven robust gas turbine performing successfully since many years in power generation and combined heat and power applications the single shaft turbine has an electrical power output of 7 9 mw the twin shaft version delivers a shaft output of 8 4 mw or 9 1 mw, global technology major siemens said it has won a contract to supply two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines for an established montney producer at alberta thus marking the first application of an, turbine efficiency that provides aftermarket services to sgt 100 typhoon sgt 200 tornado sgt 300 tempest ta and tb gas turbines has acquired gas turbine applications another after market services provider specialising in saturn and centaur industrial gas turbines, the first application of a siemens sgt 300 in canada will take place for an established montney shale gas producer in alberta the customers ecp firm ordered two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines for use at a gas processing plant northeast of edmonton, siemens to supply industrial gas turbines for gas processing facility in alberta canada siemens was recently selected to supply two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines for an established montney producer in alberta canada the equipment order placed by the customers engineering procurement and construction epc firm marks the first application of an sgt 300 turbine in canada, sgt 100 sgt 200 sgt 300 sgt 400 sgt 500 sgt 600 sgt 700 sgt 800 sgt 1000f sgt 3000e sgt 2000e sgt 5000f sgt 3000f sgt 6000g sgt 4000f utility application industrial application sgt 800 industrial gas
turbine enhanced performance to 50 5 mw compressor improved blade profiles burner tuning and minor combustor design adjustments, sgt 300 turbogenerators for sale 2 off unused single shaft siemens sgt 300 industrial gas turbine generators dual fuel natural gas and diesel dry low emissions dle combustion system meeting stringent legislation never used and preserved since delivery price, sgt 300 industrial gas turbine power generation iso 7 90mw e answers for energy industrial gas turbines the siemens sgt 300 single shaft industrial gas turbine is a proven unit for all electrical power generation and cogeneration applications it offers high efficiency and reliability on a wide range of gaseous and liquid fuels, 1 siemens gas turbine package a 5 25mw e industrial gas turbine cogeneration package including an sgt 100 gas turbine generator and auxiliaries providing heat and power 2 gteborg energi ab rya gothenburg three 45mw e sgt 800 gas turbines at the combined heat and power plant provide electricity and heating to the city of gothenburg 3, industrial gas turbines the siemens sgt 500 industrial gas turbine is a highly dependable gas turbine with excellent fuel flexibility it combines the reliability and robustness of an industrial design and low emission levels of the latest turbine technology for a wide variety of fuels and applications at low operational costs, siemens will supply two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines for a gas processing plant in alberta canada this would be the first application of an sgt 300 turbine in canada the gas processing plant will be built near the companys existing dehydration and compression facility, gas turbine sgt a05 industrial 501 gas turbine sgt a20 industrial avon gas turbine sgt a35 industrial rb211 gas turbine sgt a45 gas turbine sgt a65 industrial trent power turbine sgt rt4x rt5x rt6x gas turbine sgt 100 formely typhoon gas turbine sgt 200 formely tornado gas turbine sgt 300 formely tempest, grand prairie alta siemens will supply industrial gas turbines for an oil and gas project in alberta the facility will receive two sgt 300 industrial gas turbines the equipment order placed by the customers engineering procurement and construction epc firm marks the first application of the sgt 300 in canada, gas turbine services is a fully certified repair and overhaul facility specialising on siemens small industrial gas turbines ruston gas turbines european gas turbines rgt egt range of engines gts is constantly innovating and adapting to our customer needs, the single shaft sgt 300 consists of a single twin bearing rotor with heavy duty casing quick core engine exchange is possible which significantly cuts your maintenance related downtime the sgt 300 twin shaft has a 2 stage gas generator turbine and a 2 stage power turbine, recent developments in small industrial gas turbines ian amos industrial turbines sgt 300 8 utility turbines siemens industrial gas turbine range sgt6 8000h 266 3 page 5 nov 2010 energy sector sgt 400 industrial gas turbine compressor combustion system gas generator turbine, in late september 2011 the 100th sgt 300 industrial gas turbine left the siemens manufacturing plant in lincoln uk en route to iraq the turbine is one of a total of three ordered in early 2011 by petrochina company limited for the end user china national petroleum corporation cnpc all three turbines will generate power and process heat in the oil and gas industry, the industrial gas turbine for the shushufindi refinery will be manufactured in siemens lincoln uk factory formerly the ruston gas turbines company and will be packaged and tested at the company s facility in houston tx usa the sgt 300 turbine is a robust proven gas turbine used in power generation
applications throughout the world, answers for energy industrial gas turbines

gt 300 industrial gas turbine mechanical drive iso 8 20mw 11 000bhp the gtg
300md delivers excellence in health and safety during installation operation
and maintenance, the gtg 100 industrial gas turbine is a proven unit for all
electrical power generation and mechanical drive applications the compact
arrangement on site or off site maintainability and inherent reliability
makes it an ideal gas turbine for the demanding oil and gas

industry Performance Upgrade of Siemens SGT 700 Gas Turbine for

May 5th, 2019 - Industrial gas turbines Large scale gas turbines Output in MW
ISO conditions SGT 100 SGT 200 SGT 300 SGT 400 SGT 500 SGT 600 SGT 700 SGT
800 SGT 1000F SGT6 2000E SGT6 3000E SGT5 2000E SGT6 4000F SGT5 3000E SGT6
5000F SGT6 6000G SGT5 4000F 287 267 200 191 187 168 121 113 68 47 32 25 17 13
8 7 5 SGT5 8000H 340
gt 300 industrial gas turbine working principle Duration 4 21 MAN Energy Solutions
925 506 views 4 21 Home built Gas Turbine

Siemens SGT 300 Alstom Tempest Gas Turbine

May 5th, 2019 - Siemens SGT 300 Alstom Tempest Gas Turbine 3D animation of
industrial gas turbine working principle Duration 4 21 MAN Energy Solutions
925 506 views 4 21 Home built Gas Turbine

Siemens Energy Ships 100th SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine

October 24th, 2011 - In late September 2011 the 100th SGT 300 industrial gas
turbine left the Siemens manufacturing plant in Lincoln UK en route to Iraq
The turbine is one of a total of three ordered in early 2011 by Petrochina
Company Limited for the end user China National Petroleum Corporation CNPC

Turbine Efficiency Group Turbine Efficiency Group

May 13th, 2019 - Turbine Efficiency Group Is a leading independent service
provider delivering a world class service on IGTs SGT 100 SGT 200 SGT 300 TA
TB Saturn Centaur

SIEMENS NPV Siemens wins first SGT 300 gas turbine order

January 19th, 2019 - The two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines which will share
12 megawatts of power generation met all project requirements and will be
used to drive compressors at the facility The SGT 300 is a robust proven gas
turbine used in power generation and mechanical drive applications throughout
the world

SGT 500 Industrial Gas Turbine

May 15th, 2019 - The Siemens SGT 500 industrial gas turbine formerly known as
the GT35C is a light weight high efficiency heavy duty gas turbine in the
15MW to 20MW power range The special design features and the fuel flexibility
for lower cost fuels of the gas turbine make it suitable for economical base
load power generation The SGT 500 has many
Siemens SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine Brochure
May 15th, 2019 - Siemens SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine Brochure
The SGT 300 has a rugged industrial design which enables high efficiency nominal 31 and
excellent emissions performance. These characteristics provide the flexibility
to meet the needs of a broad spectrum of power generation applications.

Gulf Industry Online Siemens wins first SGT 300 gas
May 11th, 2019 - The two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines which will share 12
megawatts of power generation met all project requirements and will be used
to drive compressors at the facility. The SGT 300 is a robust proven gas
turbine used in power generation and mechanical drive applications throughout
the world.

We power the world with innovative gas turbines
May 7th, 2019 - SGT 300 SGТ 100 50 Hz 60 Hz 50 Hz or Industrial and aero 60
Hz derivative gas turbines 450 MW 310 MW 329 MW 215 to 260 MW 187 MW 117 MW
48 to 57 MW 24 25 MW 41 to 44 MW 33 34 MW 10 to 14 11 to 15 MW 60 to 71 58 to
62 MW 27 to 37 28 to 38 MW 4 to 6 MW 8 8 to 9 MW 5 6 MW

Siemens SGT 800 Industrial Gas Turbine PowerWeb
May 16th, 2019 - About the Siemens SGT 800
The Siemens SGT 800 formerly
Siemens GTX100 and earlier Alstom GTX100 is a single shaft heavy duty 50 60
Hz industrial gas turbine in the 40 60 MW power class.
Application
The current
application is electrical generation including simple cycle combined cycle and
cogeneration installations.

Gas Turbine SGT 300 up to 8 2 MW Datasheet Siemens
March 31st, 2019 - The SGT 300 is designed to operate on a wide range of
gaseous and liquid fuels. For industrial power generation this proven gas
turbine is particularly well suited to combined heat and power applications.
The compact arrangement on site maintainability and inherent reliability
have made it the gas turbine of choice for the oil and gas.

Sgt 800 Industrial Gas Turbine Gas Turbines Siemens
May 7th, 2019 - Sgt 800 Industrial Gas Turbine
Benefit from our expertise and experience in industrial power generation.
Siemens gas turbines can be used
for power generation and cogeneration. Combined Heat and Power CHP in many.

Petroecuador selects Siemens industrial gas turbine to
May 14th, 2019 - The industrial gas turbine for the Shushufindi refinery will
be manufactured in Siemens’ Lincoln UK factory formerly the Ruston Gas
Turbines Company and will be packaged and tested at the company’s facility
in Houston TX USA. The SGT 300 turbine is a robust proven gas turbine used in
power generation applications throughout the world.

SGT 300 soarpower com
May 9th, 2019 - The gas turbine is a proven unit for all electrical power
generation and cogeneration applications. It operates on a wide range of
gaseous and liquid fuels. The compact arrangement on site or off site
maintainability and inherent reliability of the SGT 300 make it an ideal gas turbine for the demanding oil and gas industry

**Siemens to supply industrial gas turbines for gas**
May 2nd, 2019 - Siemens was recently selected to supply two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for an established Montney producer in Alberta Canada. The equipment order placed by the customer’s engineering procurement and construction EPC firm marks the first application of an SGT 300 turbine in Canada.

**Siemens Energy ships 100th SGT 300 industrial gas turbine**
October 4th, 2011 - In late September 2011 the 100th SGT 300 industrial gas turbine left the Siemens manufacturing plant in Lincoln UK en route to Iraq. The turbine is one of a total of three ordered in early 2011 by Petrochina Company Limited for the end user China National Petroleum Corporation CNPC.

**SGT 300 ETN**
May 14th, 2019 - The SGT 300 industrial gas turbine has a rugged industrial design that enables high efficiency, reliability, and excellent emissions performance in a broad spectrum of applications for both power generation and mechanical drive. The gas turbine is a proven unit for all electrical power generation and cogeneration applications. It operates on a wide range of gaseous and liquid fuels.

**SGT 800 Industrial Gas Turbine heinkel systeme de**
May 8th, 2019 - SGT 800 Industrial Gas Turbine Power Generation ISO 47 0 MW e Answers for energy Industrial Gas Turbines Designed for heavy duty operation the SGT 800 affords very competitive economy for a variety of industrial power generation customers such as energy companies, independent power producers, utilities, and municipalities.

**SIEMENS SGT 300 GAS TURBINE PSS maya design**
May 3rd, 2019 - Industrial power generation For industrial power generation a single shaft version of gas turbine Siemens SGT 300 is used. The single shaft Siemens SGT 300 consists of a single twin bearing rotor with heavy duty casing. Since the turbine has a compact footprint, it is highly reliable and has full site maintainability. It is frequently used for.

**Siemens SGT 300 MD gten ca**
May 6th, 2019 - The SGT-300 MD is a derivative of the SGT-300 IPG taking proven turbine components from other industrial gas turbines, e.g., SGT-600 and SGT-200. Compact Design with Robust DLE Combustion as standard. Product developed to meet 4 yr 8yr Service cycle with application of known technology and materials in a less onerous environment.

**Siemens Supplying Turbines For Processing Plant In Alberta**
May 16th, 2019 - Siemens will supply two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for a gas processing plant in Alberta Canada. The equipment order placed by the customer’s engineering procurement and construction EPC firm marks the first application of an SGT 300 turbine in Canada.
First application of an SGT 300 gas turbine in Canada

May 7th, 2019 - The two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines which will share 12 megawatts of power generation met all project requirements and will be used to drive compressors at the facility. The SGT 300 is a robust proven gas turbine used in power generation and mechanical drive applications throughout the world.

Siemens to supply industrial gas turbines for gas

May 15th, 2019 - Siemens was recently selected to supply two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for an established Montney producer in Alberta Canada. The equipment order placed by the customer’s engineering procurement and construction EPC firm marks the first application of an SGT 300 turbine in Canada.

A First For SGT 300 Turbines In Canada Diesel & Gas

May 16th, 2019 - Siemens will supply two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for a gas processing plant in Alberta Canada. The equipment order placed by the customer’s engineering procurement and construction EPC firm marks the first application of an SGT 300 turbine in Canada.

SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine Siemens Global Website

May 14th, 2019 - The SGT 300 is a proven robust gas turbine performing successfully since many years in power generation and combined heat and power applications. The single shaft turbine has an electrical power output of 7.9 MW, the twin shaft version delivers a shaft output of 8.4 MW or 9.1 MW.

Siemens wins first SGT 300 gas turbine order in Canada

January 17th, 2019 - Global technology major Siemens said it has won a contract to supply two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for an established Montney producer in Alberta thus marking the first application of an SGT 300 in Canada.

Turbine Efficiency acquires Gas Turbine Applications

May 15th, 2019 - Turbine Efficiency that provides aftermarket services to SGT 100 Typhoon, SGT 200 Tornado, SGT 300 Tempest TA and TB gas turbines has acquired Gas Turbine Applications another aftermarket services provider specialising in Saturn and Centaur industrial gas turbines.

Siemens supplies SGT 300 turbines for gas processing unit

January 21st, 2019 - The first application of a Siemens SGT 300 in Canada will take place for an established Montney shale gas producer in Alberta. The customer’s ECP firm ordered two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for use at a gas processing plant northeast of Edmonton.

Siemens to supply industrial gas turbines for gas

May 16th, 2019 - Siemens to supply industrial gas turbines for gas processing facility in Alberta Canada. Siemens was recently selected to supply two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for an established Montney producer in Alberta Canada. The equipment order placed by the customer’s engineering procurement and construction EPC firm marks the first application of an SGT 300 turbine.
MGT Product amp Maintenance Improvement Energy
April 22nd, 2019 - SGT 100 SGT 200 SGT 300 SGT 400 SGT 500 SGT 600 SGT 700 SGT 800 SGT 1000F SGT 3000E SGT 2000E SGT 5000F SGT 3000F SGT 6000G SGT 4000F Utility application Industrial application SGT 800 Industrial gas turbine Enhanced performance to 50 5 MW Compressor Improved blade profiles Burner tuning and minor combustor design adjustments

SGT 300 Turbogenerators Marine Dockstr
May 9th, 2019 - SGT 300 Turbogenerators For sale 2 off unused single shaft Siemens SGT 300 industrial gas turbine generators Dual fuel natural gas and diesel Dry Low Emissions DLE combustion system meeting stringent legislation Never used and preserved since delivery Price

SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine energy siemens com
May 8th, 2019 - SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine Power Generation ISO 7 90MW e Answers for energy Industrial Gas Turbines The Siemens SGT 300 single shaft industrial gas turbine is a proven unit for all electrical power generation and cogeneration applications It offers high efficiency and reliability on a wide range of gaseous and liquid fuels

Industrial Gas Turbines Siemens Türkiye
May 7th, 2019 - 1 Siemens gas turbine package A 5 25MW e industrial gas turbine cogeneration package including an SGT 100 gas turbine generator and auxiliaries providing heat and power 2 Göteborg Energi AB Rya Gothenburg Three 45MW e SGT 800 gas turbines at the combined heat and power plant provide electricity and heating to the city of Gothenburg 3

SGT 500 Industrial Gas Turbine Siemens
April 18th, 2019 - Industrial Gas Turbines The Siemens SGT 500 industrial gas turbine is a highly dependable gas turbine with excellent fuel flexibility It combines the reliability and robustness of an industrial design and low emission levels of the latest turbine technology for a wide variety of fuels and applications at low operational costs

Siemens to supply industrial gas turbines to Canada
May 11th, 2019 - Siemens will supply two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines for a gas processing plant in Alberta Canada This would be the first application of an SGT 300 turbine in Canada The gas processing plant will be built near the company’s existing dehydration and compression facility

Gas Turbines Siemens Power Academy Siemens Training
May 5th, 2019 - Gas Turbine SGT A05 Industrial 501 Gas Turbine SGT A20 Industrial Avon Gas Turbine SGT A35 Industrial RB211 Gas Turbine SGT A45 Gas Turbine SGT A65 Industrial Trent Power Turbine AGT RT4x RT5x RT6x Gas Turbine SGT 100 Formely Typhoon Gas Turbine SGT 200 Formely Tornado Gas Turbine SGT 300 Formely Tempest

Siemens awarded industrial gas turbine contract
May 15th, 2019 - GRAND PRAIRIE ALTA — Siemens will supply industrial gas turbines for an oil and gas project in Alberta. The facility will receive two SGT 300 industrial gas turbines. The equipment order placed by the customer’s engineering procurement and construction EPC firm marks the first application of the SGT 300 in Canada.

Core Engine Overhaul Gas Turbine Services
May 12th, 2019 - Gas Turbine Services is a fully certified repair and overhaul facility specialising on Siemens Small Industrial Gas Turbines Ruston Gas Turbines European Gas Turbines RGT EGT range of engines. GTS is constantly innovating and adapting to our customer needs.

SGT 300 Industrial gas turbine Gas Turbines Siemens
May 12th, 2019 - The single shaft SGT 300 consists of a single twin bearing rotor with heavy duty casing. Quick core engine exchange is possible which significantly cuts your maintenance related downtime. The SGT 300 twin shaft has a 2 stage gas generator turbine and a 2 stage power turbine.

Recent developments in small gas turbines Siemens
May 10th, 2019 - Recent Developments in Small Industrial Gas turbines. Ian Amos Industrial Turbines SGT 300 8 Utility Turbines Siemens Industrial gas turbine range SGT6 8000H 266 3 Page 5 Nov 2010 Energy Sector SGT 400 Industrial gas turbine Compressor Combustion system Gas Generator Turbine

Siemens Energy ships 100th SGT 300 industrial gas turbine
April 27th, 2019 - In late September 2011 the 100th SGT 300 industrial gas turbine left the Siemens manufacturing plant in Lincoln UK en route to Iraq. The turbine is one of a total of three ordered in early 2011 by Petrochina Company Limited for the end user China National Petroleum Corporation CNPC. All three turbines will generate power and process heat in the oil and gas industry.

Petroecuador selects Siemens 8 MW SGT 300 gas turbine
May 13th, 2019 - The industrial gas turbine for the Shushufindi refinery will be manufactured in Siemens Lincoln UK factory formerly the Ruston Gas Turbines Company and will be packaged and tested at the company’s facility in Houston TX USA. The SGT 300 turbine is a robust proven gas turbine used in power generation applications throughout the world.

SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine Siemens Energy Sector
May 12th, 2019 - Answers for energy. Industrial Gas Turbines SGT 300 Industrial Gas Turbine Mechanical Drive ISO 8 20MW 11 000bhp. The SGT 300MD delivers excellence in Health and Safety during installation operation and maintenance.

SGT 100 ETN
May 16th, 2019 - The SGT 100 industrial gas turbine is a proven unit for all electrical power generation and mechanical drive applications. The compact arrangement on site or off site maintainability and inherent reliability makes it an ideal gas turbine for the demanding oil and gas industry.